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Introduction
“I always tell women I think a man should only ask one thing from a woman…and if he gets it, he
shouldn’t ask for anything else whatsoever. When they ask me what that one thing is, I am able to
explain it in one word…Obedience!” Gary Halberts

To save your time, I would want you to understand that this book is not meant for the politically correct
or he who is washed in feminism or de-balled by women in your life, you should stop reading because
this might offend you and as well might me inclined to say I am wrong. And maybe come on me with
insults which I so care less about.
So save your breath as well as your time.

Because this is way out of what you want.
See homie, this is not about buying women flowers, cooking dinners or putting them on a pedestal.
This is a plain guide to getting obedience and submissiveness from the woman you love. It has taken
me a great part of my life to figure this out(with lots of painful humiliating experiences). This is not my
making and it isn’t new. I am not the first to know this.
I am an avid reader and learner just to hone my skills. So you must know this information I am about to
lay plain to you is as old as humans have been on earth.
I want to explain what I mean with a story because this is what you should/can expect if you apply the
principles you’ll learn in this book.
So here’s the story
Dante was out with his woman to see a movie I really wanted to watch(a “guy” movie) and she started
complaining.
About the theater
About the people who were around us(they way they talked, dress and looked)
About whatever was there to complain about.(some of the complaints were reasonable, some just plain
ridiculous). So he told her to quit the complaints and if she’s not comfortable where she is, she should
go sit in the car because she was being a spoilt baby.
What did she do?
With grumbling…
She Stormed Out Of The Theater
Now Let’s be real, a lot of men would have chased after her like dogs with the “oh baby, I am sorry,
please come back, you can’t stay in the car during the movie..blah blah blah”
But he didn’t do that.
Instead, he maintained his center because he understands she was being overtly reactive of the
situation. He was not just going to let her pout about everything and be there like a puppy. He wanted
to enjoy his movie and nothing was going to stand in his way.

Anyway, long story short,
About 10 mins later as the movie was about to start, she came back in, took her seat…and apologized.
And that is how it should be.
Like I always say, women are like cats, you just have to let them come to you. They just bluff most of
the times. Dante’s woman knew she was misbehaving and being irrational (this is after Dante had given
her the time to think about her actions). She knew he was not going to reward bad behavior by
apologizing and begging her to be with him.
Instead…

He Did The Exact Opposite Of What Most Guys Would Do
He acted like he didn’t care. You see women are more attracted to men whose feeling are unclear. And
the results were obvious, she went from the unruly woman to a completely submissive woman.
He had the upper Hand In The Relationship
And You Will Too After going through this book. You’ll not only command more obedience from your
woman but also establish yourself as the leader in the relationship. Someone to be followed and not
constantly manipulated or dragged around like a puppet.
However, I need you to be clear with this; This book is not about being a woman hater.
But establishing control and being the leader in your relationship
Yes, this control would give you a measure of power and you must not abuse it
(If you dare do, it will come back to haunt you, that I guarantee you)

But if you lead morally, ethically and yes in love, your relationship will blossom in harmony far more
than you imagined. And yes if you’re someone who is having issues in your relationship or marriage,
this might just do it for you but of course, you must know it’s still not a blue pill(No magics).
Alright, now before we dig deep into this, there are a few disclaimers;
1. You must practice what you learn
Like the saying goes “repetition is the mother of all skills” so it is what you will learn here. Luckily for
those with a wife or a girlfriend, you get to practice every day and must be open to mistakes. And if
you don’t have, this information might just change that fast.

2. There’s no Guarantee that you’ll never have problems
Humans will still be humans, and no matter what is given, some guys are just inherently pushovers
with women. There’s little to no hope and some women are so consumed by their own solipsism
they’re lost cause. But I will say. This will obviously improve your relationship with women and your
both live will become more peaceful and happy.

3. This book is not for you to hate women
If you still think this book is about hating women, just shave that off. Personally, I love women. I have
a woman I so love but then I also understand their hypergamous and solipsistic nature. They are
emotional powder kegs and need a man to keep them in check and from being consumed by their
sometimes treacherous instincts. So while I am not telling you to hate women I am telling you to pave
the direction of your relationship. Be the leader. Period.
This would make you do this that will make you think you’re being a jerk but that’s “Mr nice guy”
speaking. You’re just going to do what is right and should be done anything she nags or behaves like a

5-year-old child when she doesn’t get what she want.

Well well well… I think with that out of the way, let start digging!
We are going to be looking at 4 simple rules that will soon make you gain control and have an obedient
and submissive woman.(most just require you to think differently)
Hey, don’t try to fu!k yourself because I say these are simple.

This is some powerful stuff I am about to lay on your laps.
This is the reason why women were far more submissive over 100 years ago than they are now in a
fucked up feminized society. Have you ever thought about the relationship of your grand-parents? A lot
of educational female evangelists spreading relationship gospel they would do better keeping in their
pants.

Well enough of the build up.
Shall we begin?

RULE NO1
Be Consciously Aware That Women Want To Actually Submit To A
Strong Man
Contrary to what you might have known, women are not looking for men to be their “white knights” or
grovel and cling to or put them on a pedestal.
My friend a woman don’t want a man she can control, who attends to their every need and desires.
Sure that’s what they would tell you they want.

The average woman doesn't even know what she responds to. That is why asking a woman what
women want is like shooting yourself into a heated furnace.

Do you want proof?

Well, the only proof you need is the millions of divorced, dumped and over humiliated white knights.
Yes, the gentlemen who worship the very ground women walk on. Who probably got dumped or caught

their women with another man. (I have been there!)

And here’s my point;

Women don’t want to be with a ”NICE” man
They want to be with a “CONFIDENT” man who knows what he wants and goes for it

This is why the nice man who treat his woman like a goddess and worship her feet soon lose her to the
bag of scum who treat her like dirt but projects CONFIDENCE
So you have to be a dick to women now?

Not at all!
However, you must project strength and leadership and higher value than other men.(Yes, that’s what
this book is about)
Truth is if you don’t…
Someone Else Will
Anyway, I believe the message is clear:
Women want to OBEY and SUBMIT to a strong man.
And of course, follow his and help him achieve his goals.
All you need do is be that man and trust me your relationship will grow in strength.
Of course, the feminists will breathe down your neck, accusing you of being evil and cite all sorts of
studies and believes to suit their agenda (just google “cognitive dissonance” to have a grasp of what I
mean). But it wouldn’t change the fact that women not only want a man they can submit to…but
NEED to.
This is how God made them (women submit to thy husband).
And it’s for their own benefit and a good thing
And if there are children, it’s also for their benefit.

And you might be saying “this all sound great BUT you don’t know my woman”
Thing is;
I don’t need to man.
I have been with extremely stubborn women myself.

And those who are intelligent are humble enough to admit that. When it comes to how women get their
way they act like children. Scream, cry threaten, withdraw sex, play silent treatment, manipulate just to
get what they want. And the KEY is simply to know how to establish leadership and reinforce it.
See man, your woman will bring those strong waves. You just have to be her ROCK.
You must be the rational one because you’re the MAN.
The one who cannot be taken of his center no matter what she unleashes on you. So don’t give into the
petty and ridiculous demands. Stop Chasing after her every time she runs.
BUT then, how do you establish this dominance and authority.
Especially if you’ve spent more than half your time together with her as a ‘doormat’?
Well, this brings us to…

RULE NO2
Stop Caring
OK dude, don’t come at me yet. I’m not saying you should stop caring about her. Far from it.
I’m saying you should stop caring about the outcome of situations, arguments or fights. There’s point
arguing with a woman and you must not take things personally.
That’s why if you want her to start seeing you as someone worthy of submitting, listening to, you have
to start having effective sales and negotiating masters call “Posture”
The moment you stop caring less about how people see you or view you, the more they start coming
around you. I repeat you just have to stop taking things personally.
When you make people believe without them you can’t breathe, they start taking advantage of that. You
MUST stop this attitude.
Master salesmen know this. There’s no point begging and pleading when someone says NO. They just
have the attitude of “too bad, it’s your loss” and removes themselves emotionally from the outcome.
And you know something amazing about this?
When you have such an attitude, YOUR woman will feel an almost irresistible Desire to comply with
your wishes!
Give it a try and see.
There’s something magical that happens when a woman knows you don’t need their companionship or
even sex to be yourself.
This is NOT always easy I must tell you but worth the effort.
In fact, It would be very difficult when you really love your woman. But just have to do this or suffer.
If you give in and ooze all over her, weeping, begging and whining. You’ve lost bro!

Your balls, self-respect is gone
And eventually…
You might Have Lost Your Precious Woman
So have some posture in your relationship. Will you?
You will find your lady far more submissive and obedient than she was if you can do this(see man.
Women want to be obedient to you.)
Don’t let her treat you like a child. You can’t be afraid that she’d withhold sex or more even leave you.
Careless. You’ll find out that most of your past fears are just irrational. You MUST stop yourself from
such thoughts.
You don’t REWARD a woman’s bad behavior. Remember the story of Dante? Chasing after her would
have been the worst thing he would have done. Doing so will only reaffirm her behavior and make her
think she was right.
So have some posture brother.
And you must know this, the more self-esteem a woman has, the more posture you must have or your
relationship is heading for the rock.

RULE NO3
Never Reward Bad Behavior
“A wife of noble character is her husband's crown, but a disgraceful wife is like decay in his bones.”
Proverbs 12 vs 4

This is the easiest to follow of the 4 rules. But ironically the hardest for most men and I am guessing
this is because of the unhealthy information from a lot of they SLAYERS out there to reward bad
behavior.
This isn’t good for the man
And also not good for the woman
Take for instance this piece of advice, while it sounds great on the surface is ridiculous and does not
hold up to reality or logic;
“If a man wants his wife to be more responsive physically he should pick up and help keep the place
clean”
Read that again please: This is just awful advice which ends in celibacy.
Here’s the reality

There are two basic things that drive men:
1.

Food

2.

Sex

Men aren’t that complicated nor very hard to please. An advice was once given to a woman ”If you
want to keep your man forever, keep his stomach full and his balls empty”
You see, most of the advice from women about dealing with women revolves around rewarding bad
behavior and in turn, this creates more bad behavior. When you tell a woman it’s OK to behave a
certain way she CAPITALISES on it without you realizing.
You might say, so a man shouldn’t help the woman around the house. Not at all.
But when it comes to assisting for a reward that’s when it becomes bad behavior. Why would a woman
give sex as a reward of a man assisting around the house because she knows it’s his basic need?
That’s not LOVE
That’s being USED, outright sexual BLACKMAIL at worst.
You must NEVER reward bad behavior from this point onward. I want you to RECITE That to your
hearing. Would you reward a child for playing out in the middle of the traffic or jump into a pool when
she can’t swim? Reward your wife for creating a scene at a conference?
I hope not
And yet, that’s exactly what most men would do.
Grovel, beg even when they didn’t do anything wrong. And such attitude only generates more bad
behavior. You can’t blame her because you’re the one training her to become that way. When you
behave like this, you just make her want to go find a real man that would stand up to her and lead her.

Remember this:
Giving a woman attention, emotional support, conversation, validating her feeling are your means of
rewarding her. And if she mistreats you, yells at you, nags you, hangs up on you or in any way
disrespect you, You withdraw her rewards. I repeat, you WITHDRAW those rewards.
Instead, you tell her she disrespecting you and you leave and not call her back.
Even if it’s an important occasion. In fact, this is most important on such days. A woman will
continually test you to see what you can take and what she can get away with. The more you fail her
tests, the more she will test and disrespect you.
Let her pout around accusing you of whatever she wants(Yes she will). You just need to go about doing
your thing. You don’t allow a woman sway you off your purpose.
Go have fun with your buddies, go swimming, just go do something you enjoy doing when she starts
disrespecting you. Let her know you can have a great time without her.
Always let women come to you and if you did nothing wrong let her apologize to you.

You don’t start apologizing when you did nothing wrong man. That’s weak and doesn’t want weak
BUT strong.
When you constantly apologize to a woman(especially when you did nothing wrong) your life becomes
a living hell, he starts losing Her RESPECT for you.
I use to do this and have seen a lot of guys doing same. Really, it’s pathetic. STOP IT. It just makes you
look STUPID.
However, if you know you screwed up. REPENT right away. That min. say what you did or said was
not right. Come on straight about what you did. And Not just say Sorry.
See, if you want to continue de-balling yourself, then go on apologizing for every little mistake made.
Unless you really did mess UP, No apologizing unnecessarily.
If you can do this, you’ll ATTEST to the changes in your relationship.
It might be hard at first especially if this have been your nature as a little boy.
Apologizing at school, home, church over everything. And it just gets to a point it becomes business as
usually. So, trying to break out can be a little difficult.
So it will take some practice.
So Let wrap it up with the 4th RULE

RULE NO 4
Know Who You Are
Be the man women want and men want to be like.
This final point is not about “how to” but a way to understand yourself better, where you fit, your
attitudes and actions in order to receive maximum obedience from your lady.
This more than just being an alpha or beta or omega. Vox Day once classified males into more
categories
Alpha: The natural born leader, strong, competitive with unshakable confidence, people blindly follow
him and women submit to him without hesitation. (clearly, if you were an alpha you wouldn’t be
reading this book).
Beta: In Vox’s word “the petty aristocracy”, they are the lieutenant to the alpha’s general. Popular,
successful and confident with women but lack the alpha’s natural strength of character and force of
personality.
Delta: Here you have a lot of guys, maybe shy, maybe not, can have alpha beta –like qualities but can
as well stray into undesirable qualities. I can bet you’re a delta if you’re reading this book.
Gamma: These are called the white knights by Vox. They ooze clinginess and neediness. Desperate to
put women on pedestals, They can never get obedience and respect from women unless they change.

And few actually change.
Omega: “Sometimes creepy, sometimes damaged” often clueless and always undesirable. Always left
out. Omega’s are either indifferent to women or hate them and that’s some fu!king borderline disorder.
Well, this is just a skim through. If you want more details you can check Vox’s blog. Just type Vox Day
on google.

However, knowing which class of men you belong will help adjust your attitude and become more
alpha which is what you want to appear in the eyes of your lady if you want her to be more obedient.
You really should check out vox blog.
And that’s all there is to the rules bro.
These are simple yet effective rules to getting more obedience from your woman.
I am not saying these will prevent breakups, arguments or divorce but certainly would get you a more
obedient lady.
From My Heart To You
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